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Electronic Ticketing in Public
Transport: A Field Study
in a Rural Area
JASPER DEKKERS and PIET RIETVELD
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, Department of Spatial Economics,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
The NoordNed Mobile Ticketing service (in this article referred to as M-Ticketing) is an early example of electronic ticketing
in the Netherlands. Using this service, customers no longer need to buy a ticket at a ticket office or ticket machine. Instead,
people can order M-Tickets through the Internet or by calling a voice response system and receive their M-ticket on their
mobile phone through the Short Message Service (SMS).
This article describes the innovative aspects and customer expectations of the service offered. Consumer adoption of
the service was evaluated by conducting a field study. It appears that the service is most attractive for semifrequent public
transport users. The participants were also asked for their willingness-to-pay (WTP) for additional mobile services. This
WTP level turned out to be rather low so we must conclude that it would be difficult to develop additional services as a profit
center in order to make the ticketing commercially feasible. The most interesting additional service was en-route real-time
travel information. A regression analysis of WTP for this service revealed that it depends positively on features of travel
behavior such as the number of transfers per trip.
Keywords Railways; Mobile Services; Public Transport; SMS; Electronic Ticketing
The introduction of electronic ticketing has various advan-
tages for travelers and transit companies. For travelers, there is
no need to queue at ticket machines and ticket offices. Further,
it involves payment via direct debit and online accounting on
the traveler’s personal page. For suppliers, it may reduce ticket-
ing costs and opportunities for value added services are created.
Moreover, the supplier will be able to monitor the actual trav-
eler’s behavior more closely. In addition, electronic ticketing
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yields possibilities for more flexible fares, offering, for exam-
ple, opportunities to transform a zone-based fare system into
a distance-based one. Another opportunity is the creation of
flexible subscription rates, for example, intermediate rates be-
tween those for weekly-based and monthly-based season tickets.
According to Buellingen and Woerter (2004), mobile ticketing
combines some “. . .very important features of mobile commu-
nications: comfort, spontaneity and mobility” (1406). Of course,
there are also various disadvantages of electronic ticketing, such
as vulnerability to technical failures, and the investment costs
associated with the introduction of the system.
Electronic ticketing can be described as obtaining a virtual/
electronic proof of access/usage rights to a service instead of
obtaining a tangible ticket. In this article, “mobile ticketing”
is electronic ticketing enabled by mobile phones. In the No-
ordNed Mobile Ticketing service studied in this article (referred
to as M-Ticketing), the proof of an M-ticket being valid re-
sides in ticket authentication by the server. Clearly, this requires
an online connection to the ticket issuer’s server at the usage
point (i.e., in the trains). Such tickets are analogous to airline
e-tickets.
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70 J. DEKKERS AND P. RIETVELD
Figure 1 Ticketing costs: (a) individual and (b) season tickets.
A recent survey of electronic ticketing in public transport
(Eugenia et al., 2002) demonstrates that the adoption of elec-
tronic ticketing is a major issue in many countries. In public
transport, the applications are mainly concentrated in densely
populated urban areas (e.g., the Octopus smartcard system in
Hong Kong) where the return on investment on electronic tick-
eting is highest. In 2001, the Helsinki Transport Company (www.
hel.fi/hkl) successfully introduced mobile ticketing in public
transport. By sending a text message a traveler can buy a sin-
gle ticket that is valid for one hour on trams, the metro, and the
Suomenlinna ferry (but not on buses). The service was expanded
in November 2004 to include widening the geographical cover-
age of the mobile service, increasing the number of participating
telecom operators and “. . .introducing a new time-based tariff
ticket, enabling passengers to use mobile ticketing also during
the night tariff. . .” (Helsinki Transport Company, 2001).
In aviation, the emergence of low cost carriers bears resem-
blance to electronic ticketing (Mason, 2000) and this has strong
impacts on distribution channels. In the meantime, electronic
ticketing has also become widespread among incumbent carri-
ers. The difference between aviation and urban public transport
is that, in the former, electronic ticketing is connected to the
reservation of places in order to ensure occupancy rates below
100%. Similar developments can be observed for long-distance
rail transport. However one market segment where the intro-
duction of electronic ticketing has been slow is rural areas; the
reason being the lower rate of return on investment there.
A major question concerns the market potential of the M-
ticket service. This is illustrated in stylized form in Figure 1a
and 1b. Figure 1a shows that if a traveler buys only a few tickets
over the course of a year, the use of M-tickets is probably not
worthwhile: although the use of the Internet and Voice-portal to
intelligent transportation systems vol. 11 no. 2 2007
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ELECTRONIC TICKETING IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT 71
Figure 2 Operating area of NoordNed (www.noordned.com).
order tickets is free, there is still a learning effort involved. On
the other hand, when a traveler uses public transport on a daily
basis (see Figure 1b), it makes more sense to buy a season ticket,
so in that case, too, there is not much reason to use an M-ticket.
Hence, it is in the intermediate cases that the M-ticket service is
an interesting proposition. Where exactly the cutting points are
between a preference for M-tickets and for those purchased at the
ticket office depends on personal characteristics and preferences.
In this article, we discuss a study on the introduction of elec-
tronic ticketing in sparsely populated areas. The case study re-
gion is in the Northern part of the Netherlands and, apart from
one bus line, it deals with short- and medium-distance rail trans-
port. To date, initiatives in the field of electronic ticketing have
been limited in the Netherlands. Some pilot studies of limited
size have been carried out in urban areas, but the ambition to
introduce a nationwide standard for all modes and companies
involved has led to long delays. At the start of the NoordNed
Mobile Ticketing project (September 2002), there was as yet no
certainty of an agreement between major players.
The M-Ticketing implementation relates to a low-cost invest-
ment strategy, whereby travelers make advance reservations of
their tickets, which they receive on their mobile phones via the
SMS. The implementation, which took place between Septem-
ber 2002 and May 2003, was extensively monitored (for details,
we refer to Dekkers, 2003). In this article, we use the results of
the monitoring activities for a careful examination of the imple-
mentation and the potential weaknesses and opportunities of this
approach. Special attention is also paid to the WTP for additional
services linked to the M-Ticketing service.
DESIGN OF THE NOORDNED MOBILE TICKETING
STUDY
In the Netherlands, all the railways used to be run by Nether-
lands Railways (Nederlandse Spoorwegen [NS]), a state-owned
enterprise. At one time, students had a public transport pass
called the “studenten-OV-jaarkaart,” which enabled them to
freely use public transport services seven days a week. Students
are mentioned here specifically because they form a large group
of customers. Most students do not own a car and are depen-
dent on public transport. During the 1990s, a start was made
with the privatization of NS and the train services. Since 1999,
three passenger operators have been offering their services to
the public: NS, still by far the largest service provider, Syntus,
and NoordNed (see Figure 2). In addition, strong government
budget cuts caused a change in the conditions of use for the free
public transport pass for students: they are still allowed to travel
for free by public transport but now either on working days or
during the weekends instead of seven days a week.
The NoordNed M-Ticket service is a network application
in which registration, management and personal overviews are
published via the Internet (Hu¨nteler, 2003). An M-Ticket can
combine bus and train tickets all in one. Participants can or-
der their M-Tickets through the Internet or by calling a voice
response system: Voice-portal. On the day of their journey, trav-
elers receive their M-ticket through the SMS on their mobile
phone. The control officer on the train or bus can check the va-
lidity of a ticket using a handheld computer (PDA) with a fast
mobile telephone network connection (General Packet Radio
Service [GPRS]) to the central database (see Figure 3). Some
time in this checking process can be gained because people on
average need less time to fetch their mobile phone than to look
for their tangible ticket, but checking the virtual ticket through
the GPRS-connection will take more time. In general, checking
a virtual ticket will take more time; the functional specifications
of the NoordNed M-Ticket Service define a maximum time al-
lowed for checking tickets of 45 seconds per M-Ticket, which
must be considered as a soft standard. Payment is made via direct
debit on a weekly basis.
Most tickets that are available at the ticket office can also
be bought with the M-Ticket service (see Table 1). There were
no extra restrictions on the period within which travelers would
have to use the M-tickets.
The relative cost of providing the M-Ticket service versus tra-
ditional ticketing is described by Hu¨nteler (2003). He estimates
the costs of traditional ticketing on approximately 0.25 eurocents
per ticket. These costs are calculated as a fixed percentage of the
average ticket price. The variable costs of an M-Ticket booked
through the Internet are 50% lower, which makes it commer-
cially interesting. Taking the fixed costs of the M-Ticket service
into account, the break-even point of this service is reached when
intelligent transportation systems vol. 11 no. 2 2007
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72 J. DEKKERS AND P. RIETVELD
Figure 3 Flowchart of the M-Ticket service (adapted from Van den Akker,
2003).
selling around 27,000 M-Tickets per month. The variable costs
of the Voice Portal are almost twice as high as the costs of tradi-
tional ticketing, which means this service is not profitable when
offered through a free 0800-number. When the service is offered
for (at least) 0.25 eurocents per call, the Voice Portal service also
becomes profitable.
A field study with a test group of more than 100 customers
was set up in order to test both the technical and the functional
Table 1 Type of tickets available at the ticket office and with the M-ticket
service
Available at:
Type of public transport ticket/pass Box office M-Ticket service
One way ticket yes yes
One way ticket, reduced-fare (−40%) yes yes
Return ticket yes yes
Return ticket, reduced-fare (−40%) yes yes
Weekend return-ticket yes no
Five-journey return ticket1 yes no
Month-ticket, fixed route yes yes2
Youth month-ticket, fixed route yes yes2
Month-ticket, all routes yes yes2
Youth month-ticket, all routes yes yes2
Year-ticket, train only yes no
Year-ticket, all public transport yes no
Reduced-fare season ticket3 yes no
Summertour ticket, multiple days, yes yes
all routes
Wadden-ticket, for train, bus yes yes
& boat over the Waddensea
Season tickets (week/month/year) yes yes2
Season tickets (week/month/year), yes yes2
reduced-fare (−40%)
1Buying a set of five return-tickets at once gives the traveler a small discount.
2The M-Ticket service also offers a more flexible type of subscription. For
example, it can also offer a monthly subscription, but if the traveler has a
day off, he/she can cancel the M-Ticket for that day and pay nothing. Since
the normal subscription fee is the maximum fee, the M-Ticket service can be
cheaper for the customer.
3This ticket entitles the traveler to a 40% discount on all train tickets, valid
from 9 a.m. onwards.
aspects of the M-Ticket service. Each participant had to possess
a mobile phone and had to travel regularly on at least one of the
public transport routes that were selected for the field study.
The first aim of the field study was to test the technological
features of the mobile ticketing system by means of using it in
a real-world context. In addition, users were followed in their
use of the ticketing system and asked for their satisfaction with
various features of the system. Therefore, the second aim of
the study was an assessment of the system’s market potential.
The third aim was to formulate recommendations to improve the
system.
Before and after the study period, participants were asked to
fill in questionnaires. The first questionnaire contained questions
related to income, gender, age, interests, travel patterns, and
expectations of the M-Ticket service. The second questionnaire
was meant to evaluate the system implementation, by measuring
the customer’s opinion on all aspects of the service.
EX-ANTE SURVEY: USER CHARACTERISTICS
The participants were randomly recruited via flyers and
posters in all NoordNed trains, at ticket offices and some col-
leges and via articles/announcements in magazines. In addition,
a mailing was sent to: (1) all NoordNed customers and (2)
customers of the Rabobank in the North of the Netherlands.
Participation was based on self-selection. The target group for
the selection was all NoordNed customers, regardless of age,
gender, income, etc. Tables 2a–2c contain the percentage distri-
bution of the major demographic categories.
The sample consisted of 110 participants, which is approxi-
mately 1% of the total ridership, based on the average number of
travelers per working day on all routes studied (VROM/V&W,
Mobility Policy Document [2004]). This sample size was suf-
ficient for the purpose of the study (testing the basic ticketing
service and getting an indication of potential consumer demand
Table 2a Percentage distribution of
participants by five-year age groups and
by gender
Age (Years) Total Male Female
0–10 0.0 0.0 0.0
11–15 0.9 0.9 0.0
16–20 19.1 15.5 3.6
21–25 33.6 20.0 13.6
26–30 14.5 11.8 2.7
31–35 8.2 4.5 3.6
36–40 4.5 3.6 0.9
41–45 4.5 3.6 0.9
46–50 6.4 6.4 0.0
51–55 5.5 4.5 0.9
56–60 1.8 1.8 0.0
61–65 0.9 0.9 0.0
65 and over 0.0 0.0 0.0
ALL AGES 100.0 73.6 26.4
intelligent transportation systems vol. 11 no. 2 2007
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ELECTRONIC TICKETING IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT 73
Table 2b Percentage distribution of participants by
type of employment and by gender
Type of Employment Total Male Female
Scholar or student 42.7 30.9 11.8
Business 28.2 23.6 4.5
Government 6.4 3.6 2.7
Health care and Education 10.9 8.2 2.7
Other 8.2 4.5 3.6
Housewife or -husband 0.9 0.0 0.9
Retired 0.0 0.0 0.0
Incapacitated for work 0.9 0.9 0.0
Unemployed 0.9 0.9 0.0
Not answered 0.9 0.9 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 73.6 26.4
for the M-ticketing technology). However, the sample size was
not always large enough for the outcomes to be statistically
significant. During the recruitment period, most, if not all, of
the NoordNed customers had heard, at least once, about the M-
Ticketing project and the possibility to participate.
When asked why they had decided to participate in this study,
49% of the participants said they wanted to buy their tickets in
another way, 44% wanted to see if this service really worked,
41% were interested in new services; and 30% in new technolo-
gies. Most of the participants in the study (44%) were students
and schoolchildren, so they were young and had a low income.
Another 28% were employed and 33% had a degree.
Most participants were male and aged between 16 and 30.
Only three of the participants above the age of 35 were fe-
male. Young males were not specifically targeted in the re-
cruitment process. So this specific bias in age and gender is
a strong indication that especially young people (males) are
heavy users of mobile phones and interested in new mobile ser-
vices. Compared with the general customer profile of NoordNed
(www.noordned.com), the sample’s age distribution was repre-
sentative, but the gender distribution was biased towards males:
58% of the NoordNed customers are female (NoorNed Person-
envervoer BV, 2004).
The kind of public transport tickets and passes that partici-
pants used before the field study are described in Table 3. These
percentages add up to more than 100 because people who own a
special 40%-discount card sometimes also buy single tickets at
Table 2c Percentage distribution of participants by
level of income and by gender
Level of Income (in euros) Total Male Female
No own income 11.8 7.3 4.5
Less than 7.500 29.1 22.7 6.4
7.500 up to 15.000 18.2 7.3 10.9
15.000 up to 25.000 20.9 16.4 4.5
25.000 up to 40.000 11.8 11.8 0.0
40.000 and over 4.5 4.5 0.0
Not answered 3.6 3.6 0.0
TOTAL 100.0 73.6 26.4
Table 3 Type of public transport ticket that participants used before
the M-ticketing implementation
Percentage of
Type of public transport ticket/pass participants
Single and return tickets 74
Student card for free public transport on working days 38
40% discount card valid from 9 a.m. onwards 38
5 × return ticket 17
the normal rate (e.g., when traveling before 9 a.m.). The same
line of reasoning applies to students: when they own a student
card for free public transport during the weekends, they will
have to buy a regular or 40%-discount ticket when they travel
on working days. Noteworthy is the relatively large percentage
of travelers with a five-journey return ticket valid until one year
after the next ticket fare change. This could very well be an
indication that a relatively large proportion of the participants
worked part-time because if they would be working full-time,
they would be better off with a season ticket. Note also that hold-
ers of season tickets (monthly or annual) were not represented
in the study. This underlines that the major users of the M-ticket
service can be found in the segment of semiregular users. The
40%-discount card is also targeted for this group, and student
cardholders will also be in this group: the latter generally do not
own a car, and get free public transport during weekdays. This
semiregular group is also expected to travel by public transport
during the weekend rather frequently, and they may therefore
opt for M-tickets.
Figure 4 gives more insight into the number of journeys that
participants made on average. The group of persons with high
trip frequency (four days or more per week) consisted of students
(48%) and of people working for companies (39%), for the health
or educational sector (10%) or for the government (3%).
Table 4 shows the participant’s estimated guess of the ticket
check frequency. According to this table, on average, travelers
expected to experience a check on about 17–18% of their trips.
One of the interesting features of the M-ticket service is that the
30%
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Figure 4 Trip frequency of participants using public transport.
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74 J. DEKKERS AND P. RIETVELD
Table 4 Check frequency: travelers’ estimates
Estimated check frequency Percentage of participants (%)
Almost never 50
Once every ten trips 20
Once every five trips 16
Once every two trips 8
Once every trip 5
More than once per trip 1
real number of checks is recorded. This appears to happen on
20.4% of all trips. Thus, perception and reality were not far apart.
This also offers an illustration of the use of mobile tickets for
transport companies: these tickets clearly enable the company
to monitor its activities more closely.
Because the M-Ticket technology uses the Internet and mo-
bile phones it was important to know the participant’s experience
and behavior in terms of Internet use, mobile phone use, and text
messaging using their mobile phone (SMS). Of the respondents,
49% used the Internet more than one hour per day (see Figure 5).
This was a relatively high percentage compared with that for the
average Dutch citizen. A possible cause of this discrepancy is
the fact that 46% of this group are students. Of the participants,
72% used the Internet on a daily basis, and 65% made payments
through the Internet.
With regard to using their mobile phone, 50% used their
phone at least once a day, and 39% used it one to five times a week
(see Figure 6). Similar high values were found for SMS use.
Before starting to use the M-Ticket service, 34% of the partic-
ipants bought their bus tickets at the Railway ticket office, 29%
bought them in a shop (e.g., newsagent’s or tobacconist’s), and
18% went to the post office. Of the participants, 33% indicated
they were dissatisfied with the railway ticket machine because
it does not sell bus tickets as well as train tickets. The overall
conclusion is that a considerable proportion of the respondents
experienced difficulties with buying bus or tram tickets the reg-
ular way. This problem seems to be greater in rural areas than
in urban area, which demonstrates the relevance of this case
study.
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Figure 5 Frequency of using the Internet.
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Figure 6 Frequency of using a mobile phone.
EX-POST SURVEY AND DATA ANALYSIS
Participation Growth Rate
When looking at the changes in participation in the field study
over the course of time (see Figure 7), it is clear that particularly
in the early stage (weeks two to six), the number of new par-
ticipants per week was high. In October (weeks seven to ten),
the number of new participants has already decreased and, ex-
cept for a hiccup in the second half of November (week 13), it
remained rather stable during the rest of the study. This pattern
can be explained by the marketing activities of NoordNed which
were intensive during the start-up period (weeks 1 and 2) and
also in week 13 when a mailing was sent out to customers of the
Rabobank in the North of the Netherlands.
During the complete period, 1,661 tickets were sold to 71 of
the 110 participants who filled in the questionnaire: during that
period 39 participants did not travel at all, and therefore did not
buy a single M-Ticket. On average, an active (traveling) partici-
pant bought 23.4 tickets during the field study period, adding up
to a total average amount spent on tickets of 107.46 per par-
ticipant. During the course of the study, there were another 86
new users of the NoordNed M-Ticket service on top of the 110
participants who filled in the questionnaire, which brought the
Figure 7 Increase in number of participants in field study, September 2002–
February 2003.
intelligent transportation systems vol. 11 no. 2 2007
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ELECTRONIC TICKETING IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT 75
total number of users of the M-Ticket service to 196 at the end
of the study. The top 40 users of the M-Ticket service bought,
on average, 5.7 M-Tickets per person per month.
Reliability of the Service
During the first part of the study (September 2002–January
2003), 1,023 M-Tickets were sold, with an average price of
5.43 (Hu¨nteler, 2003). Of these tickets, 52 were not received
in time, which is a failure rate of about 5%. This can be consid-
ered very high for a mobile ticketing service. The main cause of
this failure was an error in sending the “batch-SMS” at 5 a.m.
This batch consisted of M-Tickets that were bought in series: for
example, one traveler bought 30 M-Tickets at once (for a whole
month). Then, every morning he/she received the M-Ticket for
that day automatically at 5 a.m.
Most of the participants who were confronted with this short-
coming felt very uncertain and frustrated when this happened.
They did not know what to do: take the train anyway and risk a
fine or buy a regular ticket to be certain and then try to get their
money back afterwards? In fact, the control personnel could
check at all times in the database whether a person had indeed
purchased an M-Ticket or not. Not every employee was aware of
this, which caused some unnecessary anger with travelers being
fined wrongfully.
After January 2003, the batch-processing error was corrected,
which caused the failure rate to decline considerably to an ac-
ceptable level for this type of service. In the ex-post survey, 57%
of the participants indicated that they had never received an SMS
too late.
Ease of Use
Travelers were asked to rate buying a ticket the regular way
and ‘the M-ticket way’ (see Table 5). Long waiting times at the
train ticket machines and offices and uncertainty about waiting
time were the main sources of dissatisfaction with buying tickets
the regular way. People were also dissatisfied because it is not
possible to buy a ticket at the ticket office using a bankcard.
In principle, the M-Ticket innovation offers a solution for these
problems, which is supported by the figures from the table above.
Table 5 How easy is it to buy a public transport ticket? (percentage of
respondents)
Buying a bus Buying a train Using the Using the
ticket the ticket the M-Ticket M-Ticket
regular way regular way Website Voice-Portal
How easy
is it to
buy a
ticket? (%) (cum.) (%) (cum.) (%) (cum.) (%) (cum.)
Very easy 7 7 6 6 47 47 41 41
Easy 56 63 69 75 53 100 56 97
Difficult 28 91 24 99 0 100 3 100
Very difficult 9 100 2 100 0 100 0 100
Table 6 Disadvantages experienced with the M-Ticket service
Number of times
Mentioned disadvantages of the M-Ticket service mentioned (%)
I do not experience any disadvantages 28
An M-Ticket can not be canceled or edited on the day of
traveling
13
The M-Ticket service is restricted to only the north of
the Netherlands
11
Uncertainty whether the SMS will arrive in time 9
I cannot order a weekend return ticket or a batch of 5
return tickets for a certain route
9
I do not have a receipt for declaring my trip 9
Checking the ticket takes more time, is more laborious 9
The M-Ticket service does not always work/the Internet
site does not always work
7
I do not have a ticket if I forget my cell-phone or if the
battery is empty
7
Nevertheless, one should be aware that these figures are given
by participants, and because participation was based on self-
selection it is no surprise that the M-ticket was performing well
compared with the traditional ticket system. However, one can
at least say that there is a market segment for which M-tickets
are clearly superior to traditional tickets.
It is also important to consider the disadvantages people men-
tion concerning the M-Ticket service (see Table 6). The largest
group of the participants (28%) said they did not experience
any disadvantages. Uncertainty about whether the service would
work and whether the SMS would be received in time were men-
tioned as possible disadvantages.
Of the participants, 58% indicated that they liked or very
much liked the fact that their personal ticket history on the In-
ternet gave them insight into their travel expenses with public
transport. Therefore, the disadvantage of not having a receipt to
verify that they have paid for the trip can be tackled easily using
this personal ticket history.
The problem of a forgotten cell-phone or depleted battery can
also be overcome, since the personnel can look in the database to
see whether a certain user has bought a ticket. Communication
with travelers is important to remove these problems.
Willingness-to-Pay, Additional Services
Of the travelers, 30% ordered M-Tickets mainly through the
Internet, 58% mainly through the Voice-portal, and 11% used
both these methods regularly. These figures are interesting from
an economic point of view, because the Voice-portal is more
expensive per ticket than the Internet. It would be advantageous
for NoordNed if they could bring about a shift from ordering
through the Voice-portal towards ordering through the Internet.
This could be achieved, for example, by charging a price for
using the Voice-portal.
The Voice-portal was introduced very successfully as a free
0800-service. When asked whether they would continue to use
the M-Ticket Service if there was a charge of 25 eurocents per
intelligent transportation systems vol. 11 no. 2 2007
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Table 7 Interest in additional services
Percentage of
Interest in additional services participants
Real-time travel information (about delays, disruptions, etc.) 71
Departure times of buses and trains (according to timetable) 33
Local weather forecast 7
Route-information from the bus stop or station to the final
destination
25
Ordering a cab or traincab (discount-cab especially for train
travelers)
27
Local and regional news 5
Tourist information about special sites, museums, etc. 2
Other 7
call (noting that in one phone call multiple tickets can be or-
dered), 68% of the participants stated they would no longer use
the M-Ticket service, 11% stated they would continue using the
service, and 21% did not know. Ordering tickets through the
Internet instead of through the Voice Portal was not explicitly
mentioned as an alternative in this question. Clearly, people are
price-sensitive at this point: the low WTP for this service means
that, in the end, its advantage for the traveler is limited.
For future development, it was interesting to know what kind
of mobile services travelers would like, and what kind of services
could be offered in combination with the M-Ticket service (see
Table 7). It is clear that most of the additional services of interest
are related to traveling. Note that the percentage of participants
interested was measured as a percentage of the total number of
participants, presuming that participants who did not respond to
this question (15% of the total number of participants) were not
interested in any other service.
In order to get an idea of which additional services are worth-
while introducing, besides the interest in these services, the cus-
tomer’s WTP was also measured (see Table 8). More than half
of the participants indicated that they were not willing to pay
anything for these additional services. For the local weather-
forecast service, this was as much as 97%. This low WTP figure
was probably due to the perceived low quality of these forecasts
and the ample supply of weather forecast information from com-
peting sources that are free (radio, television). The average WTP
Table 8 Willingness-to-pay for additional services (in percentages of participants)
Real-time Departure Local weather Route-information
Travel information times forecast to final destination
Costs per
call (eurocent) # % # % # % # %
Interested 50 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 2 4%
25 4 7% 3 5% 0 0% 4 7%
10 10 18% 6 11% 2 4% 4 7%
5 9 16% 1 2% 0 0% 2 4%
Nothing 16 29% 8 15% 2 4% 2 4%
Not interested 16 29% 37 67% 51 93% 41 75%
Total 55 100% 55 100% 55 100% 55 100%
Standardized WTP 4.45 2.55 0.36 4.55
(in eurocents)
per respondent was highest for real-time travel information and
route-information to the final destination at 4.45 and 4.55 eu-
rocents per call, respectively. These figures include the people
who were not willing to pay anything. The overall conclusion
is that the market for additional services is limited, and that the
WTP is rather low.
The most promising market segment for additional services
is real-time travel-information, since far more people were inter-
ested in this service than en-route-information to the final desti-
nation (see Table 8). This makes sense, since “travel information
[. . .] can minimize the inconvenience of using public transport
by making it easier to plan and execute a journey,” especially
with multi-modal journeys (Lyons and Harman, 2002, 2).
It is appropriate in this type of study to apply sample selection
models to model the relation between willingness to use and to
pay for such a service (see for example Anspacher et al., 2005).
Therefore, a Heckman sample selection model is estimated in
which a binary logistic regression and an OLS-regression are
estimated simultaneously (Table 9). The two models yield very
similar results for the Willingness to pay model. The value for the
parameter Rho, representing the correlation between the error
terms, is rather low; it is not statistically significant from zero,
meaning that the Heckman model does not add much to the
separate OLS and binary logit models.
The results for the WTP for real-time travel-information
(Table 9) reveal that it increases with income, as may be ex-
pected for this type of service. The be`ta of income indicates
that if for instance a respondent’s income is 20,000 instead
of 10,000, he/she is willing to pay an additional 2.0 euro-
cents for each time he/she needs real-time travel information. It
also increases with the frequency of use of mobile phones, in-
dicating that for instance respondents who on average use their
mobile phone more than ten times a day are willing to pay 3.1
eurocents extra for real-time travel information compared to re-
spondents who use their mobile phone between once and ten
times each day. Another interesting result is that travelers with
complex trips (measured by the number of changes of transport
vehicle during a trip) have a higher WTP for travel information:
respondents who on average make two transfers per trip per day
are willing to pay 4.7 eurocents more for the real-time travel
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Table 9 Models of Willingness to Use and Pay for a real-time travel information service
Heckman Independent Models
Sample Selection OLS Logit
Variable Coeff Z Coeff Z Coeff Z
Willingness to Pay (WTP)
Constant −11.437 −1.93∗ −11.805 −1.94∗
Income 2.036 2.39∗∗ 2.213 2.61∗∗
Freq. mobile phone calls 3.086 1.84∗ 2.618 1.62
Avg. transfers / trip per day 4.684 2.60∗∗∗ 4.800 2.62∗∗
Willingness to Use (WTU) (1 or 0)
Constant 0.697 0.82 1.198 0.83
Income 0.067 0.53 0.121 0.59
Freq. mobile phone calls −0.266 −1.19 −0.459 −1.21
Avg. trips/day 1.869 1.63 3.100 1.46
Avg. transfers/trip per day 0.087 0.38 0.132 0.34
Summary statistics
Rho −0.288 −0.70
Sigma 7.242 7.59
Lambda −2.089 −0.67
Number of obs 62 62 39 62
F Stat/P>Chi2 0.004 0.011
Goodnesss of fit 0.20 0.06
Log Likelihood −169.9 −38.4
Note: ∗∗∗significant at the 1% level; ∗∗significant at the 5% level; ∗significant at the 10% level
information service compared to respondents who only make
one transfer per trip per day. This underlines that disturbances
in transport chains hurt most when a bus is used as an access and
egress mode to and from railway stations. The Willingness to
use model does not have any statistically significant variables,
although we note that the trip frequency coefficient is close to
10% significance and has the expected sign.
The reported goodness of fit for the WTP-model has a mag-
nitude that is usual with this type of data. It is higher than the
goodness of fit for the WTU-model, which can be considered
to be quite low (e.g., the independent variables included in the
WTU-model explain only 6% of the variation in WTU).
CONCLUSIONS
The market segment for M-Ticket services mainly consists
of people who are intensive users of Internet and telecommuni-
cation technologies. Young people (males) are overrepresented.
As there is a trend for the use of the Internet and mobile phones
to spread, there is a potential for growth of use by other age
groups. In terms of public transport users, a tendency can be ob-
served that M-ticket services are most attractive for semifrequent
public transport users. Infrequent users will find the benefits of
M-tickets not worth the effort of registration. On the other hand,
frequent users will buy season tickets anyway.
The participants of the NoordNed M-Ticket field study were
in general satisfied with the service. The response rate for the
questionnaires was high, which can be interpreted as a signal
that people were highly involved with the study. The users found
the M-Ticket service very convenient and easy to use: no more
queuing and waiting.
An important question related to the Voice-portal is: What
would be the consequences of charging a price for the free 0800-
service? Of the participants, 68% stated they would stop using
the M-Ticket service if it cost 25 eurocents per call. The share
using the Internet as a means to order electronic tickets was
about 30%. Hence, since the Internet alternative did not have
the same degree of immediate accessibility compared with the
Voice-portal in the Netherlands at the time of the study, there
was a clear risk that a substantial part of the customers would
not use the M-ticket service once the Voice-portal was no longer
provided free of charge. Thus, the overall WTP of customers for
M-ticket services must be considered as low. Since the study was
carried out, wireless Internet through handheld devices and mo-
bile phones has become widespread, thus offering an alternative
with equal accessibility as the Voice-portal.
With regard to possible additional services, services related
to travel planning and public transport were the most obvious
candidates. We found a standardized WTP of 4.45 eurocents
per call for real-time travel-information and 4.55 eurocents for
en-route information to the final destination. The overall impres-
sion is that it would be difficult to develop additional services
as a profit center to make M-ticketing commercially feasible.
An Ordinary Least Squares-regression analysis of the WTP for
real-time travel-information (Table 9) reveals that it increases
with income and with the frequency of mobile phone use. The
WTP also depends on travel behavior and the complexity of the
journey. The more trips people make and the more transfers peo-
ple have to make during their trips, the higher their WTP. This
intelligent transportation systems vol. 11 no. 2 2007
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is consistent with findings in other studies. A Heckman sample
selection model estimation did not show significantly different
outcomes than the OLS-regression.
It must be recognized that the sample size on which this
study is based is rather small. This puts some limitations on the
decisiveness of our conclusions; however, it must be noted that
even with this small number of observations a good number of
statistically significant results were obtained.
The failure rate of the Short Message Service (SMS) (M-
tickets not being received in time by customers) was 5% in the
first part of the study, which was very high for such a service.
Clearly, these bad scores must be considered as inevitable risks in
this kind of study. During the course of the field study, however,
the failure rate fell substantially, which explained why partici-
pants did not complain very much about this unreliability in the
ex-post valuation.
Communication towards the traveler with regard to the price
of an M-ticket compared with regular tickets or a subscription
and what to do in case an M-ticket is not received would be an
essential element of strategies for the large-scale introduction of
this ticket.
At the end of this article, it is interesting to mention that
in the time that has elapsed since the completion of the study,
major actors in the Netherlands agreed on the nationwide intro-
duction of electronic tickets in the form of smart cards for all
transport modes. Both urban and rural areas will be covered by
this service. This will entail an introduction trajectory of about
three years, but it means that there is no longer any basis for
the large-scale introduction of the M-ticket service in the form
presented here. The system was, therefore, never fully imple-
mented and marketed to all NoordNed passengers. Meanwhile,
the electronic ticketing system still remained available for the
NoordNed study participants, although in practice only the more
frequent travelers continued to use the service. Also, since the
completion of the test, the company that built the mobile ticket-
ing service was reorganized and the database monitoring of the
service was altered. For all these reasons, we have not been able
to collect additional information and data on the deployment of
the technology.
As a consequence of the introduction of the smart card tech-
nology, both paper and M-tickets will not be sold anymore,
meaning that our research results will not be directly applicable
in the new context in the Netherlands. This does not mean to
say that our results are not of any practical use. First of all, the
results remain important for countries where no smart card sys-
tem is introduced in public transport. Second, our findings on
the WTP for information services are very relevant, also outside
the context of the M-ticket service.
In addition, our results are of considerable use for some
niche markets where M-tickets are actually used or have the
potential to be used. First, the M-ticket service can be nicely
combined with ticketing in the case of big events or major
tourist attractions. When people make reservations for these
events/attractions, the supply of an M-ticket may be offered as
an additional service, possibly with a discount and with the pro-
vision of information on how exactly to get to the venue con-
cerned. Second, for long-distance transport, where seats have
to be reserved, it is an efficient reservation system. For in-
stance, the long-distance rail department of Netherlands Rail-
ways (NS International) has also implemented the M-Ticketing
system (www.ns.nl/internationaal). The service roughly works
the same, the main differences being that the NS M-tickets
cannot be cancelled, the customer has to pay using a credit
card, and the booking of tickets is confirmed both through the
SMS and by email. Otherwise, NS International has not (yet)
implemented the Voice-portal: NS International already has a
phone service and an online booking shop for ordering interna-
tional train tickets. The NS system is comparable with electronic
ticketing systems in aviation, which are connected to reser-
vation of seats: an M-ticket is valid in second class, but not
tied to a specific seat number, just like the routines of low-cost
carriers.
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